[Digital pathology in immuno-oncology-current opportunities and challenges : Overview of the analysis of immune cell infiltrates using whole slide imaging].
Immuno-oncology requires objective and standardized methods for measuring immune cell infiltrates for therapy selection and clinical trials. Current approaches in applying digital pathology in immuno-oncology and developments in computational image analysis were analyzed. Since 2008, digital pathology has had an ever increasing importance in immuno-oncology. It is currently the only technology allowing the systematic and cost-effective quantitative spatial immune-profiling of patients. The analysis of immunological biomarkers requires integrated staining and image analysis strategies from single- to multistain on slide stacks. Statistical limits of the hypothesis to be tested have to be taken into account. Digital image analysis opens a new technological role for pathology in immuno-oncology and thereby serves as a key technological driver. Digital pathology delivers objective and quantitative data on the tumor microenvironment. But currently, a fully automatic, high-throughput analytics capability is still missing. Deep learning is the remedy for this, as it improves image analysis with increasing data availability. This requires the creation of systematic data collections but will in the end deliver standardized and automatic immunological analyses.